




251.1
literal, abstract,
& symbolic representation

an introduction to the representation 
of an  element or concept in a literal, 

abstract, and symbolic way

This book represents a pragmatic, multilateral approach to design elements acquired 
during an epoch spanning 10 weeks; a design 251 zeitgeist. The pages herein are 
a repertoire of skills that denote a methodology within the design department. Some 
of the works are archetypal versions based on ephemeral sketches and drafts, while 
others are polished final products born from malleable concepts and molded through 
a rigorous academic exercise culminating in incisive outcomes. While each work is 
unique to itself, a correlation can be made between them as a linear progression, 
each building on the last, rather than individually radiating axially from one primary 
inception. This book not only represents the finality of the assignments, but is also 
a clairvoyant tool to see into the process involved in solving the seemingly insoluble 
problems presented by each task.

DESIGN 251
introduction



251.2
exploration/interpretation 
of point & line

251.3
2D to 3D point & line

translation

to learn the efficacy of points and lines as dynamic visual 
devices and as a means of expression through fundamental 
design principles



251.4
exploration of 

black/white squares

to develop an idiom through extensive exploration and 
discovery of various two dimensional design principles. 

some examples include frame reference, touching, 
overlapping, cropping, contrast, scale, etc.

251.5
2D to 3D squares 
translation



251.6
planer portrait

pumpkin translation

to create a planer translation 
from a portrait photograph 

using organic materials and 
a single light source as a 

method for communication  



251.7
klingon

251.8
line icon

an assignment which develops 
awareness of visual properties 
and unique characteristics that 

bring unity to a typographical 
system or visual communication 

design

this assignment will develop 
awareness and thinking re-
lated to icons and simplified 
communication of forms. 
translations are created that 
can be simplified through 
the use of a single drawn 
line and then delivered via a 
single piece of wire.



251.9
drawing techniques
with a simple object

an assignment in which students produce 
drawings with acurate proportions and 

perspective, and utilize a variety of drawing/
rendering techniques



Design 251 served as an introduction to design theories, methods, and form making with emphasis on visual language and 
visual encoding practices. 

This was a progress-oriented studio course comprised of lectures, presentations, assignments, participitory activities and 
individual meetings. The aim of this couse was to provide a thorough basis in research, principles, methods, form, and 
meaning of two and three dimensional design. 

The program incorporated the study and skill building of theoretical and pragmatic issues framed around the constraints 
and potentialities of current technology within the practice of design. Students applied design principles towards a series of 
studies using hand graphics, simple 3D modeling, and digital media.


